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Résumé

Les informations relatives à la corrosion en réacteur des gaines en
Zircaloy et relatives au dépôt d'impuretés sur le combustible, informations
recuei l l ies par l'EACL jusqu'en 1979, ont été passées en revue dans le
contrat RP-1250-2 de EPRI et signalées dans EPRI-NP-1254 publié en décembre
1979.

Ce rapport contient le sommaire de la section relative au dépôt des
impuretés. I l constitue le texte d'un exposé présenté à la cinquième
réunion générale des entrepreneurs chargés du programme de performance du
combustible de EPRI. Cette réunion a eu l ieu à Atlanta en Géorgie les 8 et
9 avri l 1980.
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ABSTRACT

The information on i n - r e a c t o r cor ros ion of Zircaloy fuel cladding and crud
depos i t i on on fuel generated by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited up to 1979
has been reviewed in EPRI Contract RP-1250-2, and reported in EPRI-NP-1254
published in 1979 December.

This r epor t i s a summary of the crud depos i t ion par t of tha t review. I t
forms the tex t of a p r e sen t a t i on given at the F i f th Overview Meeting of
Cont rac tors for the Fuel Performance Program of EPRI, A t l an t a , Georgia,
1980 Apri l 8 and 9.
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INTRODUCTION

Power reactor fuel has been tested by Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited in high temperature loops ever since the NRX research reactor at
Chalk River went critical in 1947. Many of the tests have been directed
at assessing the corrosion of Zircaloy cladding and determining the
optimum conditions for minimizing the deposition of suspended corrosion
products ("crud"). In addition, relevant information has been supplied
from operating reactors and supporting experiments have been done in
out-reactor facilities. The data generated by AECL up to 1979 have been
reviewed in EPRI contract RP-1250-2, and the ensuing report EPRI-NP-1254
was published in 1979 December.

This summary is of the review of the crud deposition studies.
It covers the three distinct periods in which the studies were done:

1. early period, before 1960 - pressurized water studies;

2. middle period, 1960-1970 - boiling water studies;

3. late period, 1970-date - mechanistic studies.

In addition, some unpublished work on the deposition of hardness
salts onto heated Zircaloy in boiling water is presented.

IN-REACTOR LOOPS

The X-3 loop at CRNL is typical of in-reactor loops, and has
been used extensively for studying mechanisms of crud deposition on fuel.



It is constructed mainly of stainless steel but has an in-core
test section of Zircaloy (see Fig. 1). The test section flow is vL kg.s"1

at a temperature of 300-310°C, and the coolant can be boiled to give an
outlet steam quality of up to 10%. The average thermal neutron flux in the
test section is 6xlO-*-' n.m~ . s ^ , and the axial flux shape follows a
cosine law.

EARLY PERIOD

The early loop work, before 1960, concentrated on pressurized
water operation in stainless steel systems for testing prototype Zircaloy-
clad fuel. Coolant temperatures were maintained at 260-290°C, and a
continuous purification flow through filters and ion exchange resins
maintained the water pure at a pH of about 7. Crud was mainly magnetite,
^e3^4» with some small proportions of Ni and Cr, and crud levels in the
coolant, while not measured, were generally thought to be below 1 mg.kg~*.

Such conditions were found to give rise to steadily increasing
pressure drop across the reactor core as the test proceeded, and subsequent
examinations of the fuel confirmed that heavy deposits of crud on the
sheath were responsible. Further experiments showed that a high coolant pH
inhibited the growth of such fuel deposits, and that a change from neutral
to high pH during the course of an experiment could actually remove
deposited crud and decrease core pressure drop.

Deposition seemed to be linearly dependent on heat flux (see
Fig, 2), but the dependence fell with increasing pH and coolant flow rate.
The large scatter of results at high pH and flow rate, however, makes
interpretation of experiments at those conditions difficult.

In carbon steel loops, low oxygen concentrations and high pH
gave low crud levels comparable to those obtained in stainless steel loops
(i.e., about 20 yg.kg"-*-). Deposits on fuel were correspondingly low.
At neutral pH, crud levels and fuel deposits were high, while at interme-
diate values of pH (e.g., 9.5 with NH3 as the additive) crud levels were
moderate (100-200 yg.kg~l) and deposits were between those obtained at
neutral and high pH.

MIDDLE PERIOD

Between about 1960 and 1970, AECL's commitment to a CANDU-BLW
(Boiling Light Water) reactor sparked an interest in crud deposition on
fuel in boiling water. The conditions to be studied encompassed those of
the Gentilly-1 reactor - a mainly carbon steel system dosed with NH3 to
20 mg.kg"! to suppress the production of radiolytic oxygen and minimize
corrosion.



As well as several in-reactor loops in both the NRX and NRU
reactors, an out-reactor loop was used for experiments to measure the
effects of several system parameters on crud deposition onto heated
Zircaloy. The main parameters affecting deposition were found to be crud
level and heat flux, and an empirical correlation was developed.

Thus:

deposition <r (crud level) x (heat flux)^

Figure 3 illustrates the correlation; the design line is conservative to
bound most of the data. A mathematical model based on the correlation had
the form of the classical fouling equation - it described the familiar
asymptotic approach to equilibrium; thus, the weight of deposited iron
oxide, W, as a function of time is given by

-2kg.m

where C is the concentration of crud in the coolant (kg.kg -*•), and the
deposition rate constant kj is a function of heat flux (Q/A), (MW.m~2)> a s

follows

k! = 6.9(Q/A)2 kg.m-2.s-1

The value of the re l ease r a t e constant k2 was deduced from an in - r eac to r
loop experiment to be about 2.8xlO~° s~ l .

The depos i t ion of crud apparent ly did not a f fec t heat t r ans fe r
in any of those bo i l ing experiments . The explanat ion was based on a
process s imi la r to the wick bo i l ing mechanism - porous crud depos i t s have
enough openings to allow steam to escape, and there i s su f f i c i en t poros i ty
for water to percola te in and to reach the steam nucleat ion s i t e s .

LATEST PERIOD

By the ea r l y 1970s r a d i a t i o n f i e l d s a t the prototype CANDU a t
Douglas Point were increas ing a t an alarming r a t e . The so lu t ion of the
problem en t a i l ed a comprehensive study of a l l the aspects of a c t i v i t y
t r a n s p o r t ; a major por t ion of the program dea l t with the study of
mechanisms of crud deposi t ion on fue l , and the X-3 loop (descr ibed e a r l i e r )
was adapted for tha t purpose.



Figure 4 illustrates a typical fuel string installed in X-3.
Four "trefoils" are stacked in the lower carriage which hangs in the
neutron flux. Each trefoil consists of a "dummy" (unfuelled) element, an
element fuelled with natural UO2, and one fuelled with UO2 enriched to
2.4 wt% U-235. In the upper carriage, which hangs above the flux, a short
trefoil of dummy elements is assembled. Using fuel strings similar to
this, the effects of parameters such as chemistry, heat flux, and radiation
on crud deposition onto fuel surfaces in both pressurized and boiling water
have been investigated.

The parameter of importance has been identified as chemistry
(notably alkalinity) interacting with heat flux. The specific mechanisms
involve the solubility of crud and the way the solubility changes with
temperature (remember, magnetite is the major component of crud in CANDUs
and in carbon steel or stainless steel systems).

Thus, in pressurized water, particles of crud deposit by hydro-
dynamic and other forces. At high pH, crud tends to dissolve as the
coolant is heated (see Fig. 5), so thin deposits develop on heated fuel
surfaces; at intermediate or low pH, thick deposits result from
precipitation since the solubility decreases with temperature.

The mathematical model for deposition in pressurized water
assumes that the crud behaves as magnetite, that its deposition rate r is
proportional to its concentration in the coolant (i.e. r = kC where k is
the deposition rate constant of particles), and that its dissolution
release rate after deposition is proportional to the undersaturation in the
coolant S-c Here S is the solubility at the sheath temperature and c is
the dissolved iron concentration. The deposit weight W is then given by

-«p(S-c)t
" e

where is the specific surface area of the deposit and is the
dissolution rate constant.

In boiling water the temperature remains constant; however, any
alkali in the system will tend to concentrate at steam nucleating points in
pores and crevices. Thus, if the pH is initially high, increasing alkali-
nity promotes dissolution (Fig. 6) and thin deposits result, while thick
deposits arise when crud precipitates at low or intermediate values of pH
below the value at which the solubility minimum occurs.

Such mechanisms account for fuel deposits formed under different
conditions. Thus, at the demonstration CANDU reactor NPD, operation in
boiling at intermediate pH values with ammonia gave rise to thick fuel
deposits (>1 g T T 2 ) , while boiling with high pH values with LiOH
produced thin deposits (<1 g.nf"2). Also normal CANDU operation with
pressurized water at constant high pH with LiOH produces thin deposits (for
example, fuel deposits at Pickering are 0.1 g.m~2 o r less).



EFFECTS OF HARDNESS SALTS

Deposits of magne t i t e - r i ch crud on fuel sheaths have never
impeded heat t r ans fe r notably or promoted excessive Zircaloy co r ros ion .
However, coolant impur i t i es other than normal crud can have d i sas t rous
e f f ec t s in reac to r systems. For example, copper in the feedwater of the
SGHWR made crud depos i t s on the fuel impervious, and extensive sheath
d e t e r i o r a t i o n occurred because of the poor heat t r a n s f e r .

AECL has been concerned that hardness s a l t s would have s imilar
deleterious effects on heat transfer in boiling, and that condenser leaks
at Gentilly-1 would put enough impurities in the reactor feedwater to lead
to extensive fuel failures.

Consequently, studies were done in an out-reactor loop operating
at conditions similar to those of the Gentilly-1 reactor. The rise in
temperature of electrically heated Zircaloy test sections was monitored
continuously as calcium and magnesium hydroxide deposited from solution.
Temperature rises of as much as 210°C were recorded; the concentration of
salts in solution in the feedwater was a major parameter, since deposits
laid down at one concentration could be reduced by lowering the concentra-
tion (see Fig. 7) - i . e . , deposition seems to be reversible.

CONCLUSIONS

AECL's experience in testing reactor fuel under a wide range of
conditions indicates that

(a) chemistry is the major factor determining fuel deposit
thickness - in both pressurized and boiling water high
pH leads to thin deposits;

(b) the solubility of crud and the way the solubility
changes with temperature is the driving force for
promoting thick or thin deposits on fuel;

(c) crud deposits alone do not impair heat transfer or
promote excessive Zircaloy corrosion;

(d) hardness salts can precipitate from solution and raise
sheath temperatures by up to 210°C;

(e) the deposition of hardness salts is reversible.
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